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What we would like to do:

correctly describe and quantify differences in 
phenotypes -susceptibility to disease as example-

interpret-them: why are they and why are they?

Answers from biology and from evolution



The information is contained in the DNA, which 
forms genes, and altogether is called the genome
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Chromosomes

45mb - 280mb





ATGCGTCCTGAGAGAGCCTGTGATATAAAGGTGTGTGAAACCA
GATGACAGATGATCCCCAGATTGATTAGACACAGATAGGACAC
ACAGAGATAGAGACACACCAAGGATATCCGTCCTGAGAGAGCC
TGTGATATAAAGGTGTGTGAAACCAGATGACAGATGATCCCC
AGATTGATTAGACACAGATAGGACACACAGAGATAGAGACAC
ACCAAGGATATCCGTCCTGAGAGAGCCTGTGATATAAAGGTGT
GTGAAACCAGATGACAGATGATCCCCAGATTGATTAGACACAG
ATAGGACACACAGAGATAGAGACACACCAAGGATATCCGTCCT
GAGAGAGCCTGTGATATAAAGGTGTGTGAAACCAGATGACAG
ATGATCCCCAGATTGATTAGACACAGATAGGACACACAGAGA
TAGAGACACACCAAGGATATCCGTCCTGAGAGAGCCTGTGATA
TAAAGGTGTGTGAAACCAGATGACAGATGATCCCCAGATTGA
TTAGACACAGATAGGACACACAGAGATAGAGACACACCAAGG
ATATCCGTCCTGAGAGAGCCTGTGATATAAAGGTGTGTGAAAC
CAGATGACAGATGATCCCCAGATTGATTAGACACAGATAGGAC
ACACAGAGATAGAGACACACCAAGGATATTTTCCGATGCCCAA
TCCGTCCTGAGAGAGCCTGTGATATAAAGGTGAGATAGGACAC
ACAGAGATAGAGACACACCAAGGATCCCCCATGGAACTGA



chromosomes 23 pairs
gens about 25.000
nucleotides 3000 millones

Human genome in numbers



Neutral                                                                           function?           Functional

(history)                                                        (is selection acting?) (Natural Selection)



Can we measure genetic differences?

We know how genetic makeup changes over 
time

Mutation

Natural selection

Genetic drift (small populations)

Can we reconstruct evolution / history?

1.- Humans among primates

2.- The origin of modern humans

3.- The history of human populations





A scan of levels of polymorphism can thus
suggest sites under selection

Directional selection
(selective sweep)

Balancing selection

Local region with
reduced mutation rate

Local region with
elevated mutation rate

Map location

Map location
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Two typical classes of departures are seen with 
polymorphism data

2: An excess of intermediate frequency alleles, a
deficiency of rare alleles (alleles older than expected)

1: An excess of rare alleles, a deficiency of intermediate 
frequency alleles (alleles younger than expected)

Pattern 1 expected under a selective sweep, when
coalescent times are shorter than expected

Pattern 2 expected under balancing selection, when
coalescent times are longer than expected





Tajima’s D test
One of the first, and most popular, polymorphism
tests was Tajima’s D test (Tajima 1989)

D contrasts estimates of q based on S vs. k ()

Idea: For S we simply count sites, independent of
their frequencies.  Hence, S rather sensitive
to changes in the frequency of rare alleles. 
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Major Complication With 
Polymorphism-based tests

Demographic factors can also cause these
departures from neutral expectations!
Too many young alleles -> recent population
expansion

Too many old alleles -> population substructure

Thus, there is a composite alternative hypothesis,
so that rejection of the null does not imply selection.
Rather, selection is just one option.



Can we overcome this problem?
It is an  important one, as only polymorphism-
based tests can indicate on-going selection

Solution: demographic events should leave a
constant signature across the genome

Essentially, all loci experience common
demographic factors

Genome scan approach: look at a large number
of markers.  These generate null distribution
(most not under selection), outliers = potentially
selected loci (genome wide polymorphism tests)







Pál et al. 2006 Nature Reviews Genetics 7, 337–348

Measuring selective pressures at protein level



Why to care 
about Network 
topology when 
we study 
Natural 
Selection?

www.sabiosciences.com/pathway.php?sn=mTOR_Pathway



Importance of network effects for adaptation

Nature Reviews Genetics 13, 867-877 (December 2012) 



Goal

• Analyze the relationship between signals of 
selection and the topology of the network to 
which genes belong.

• Do central genes evolve faster / slower than 
peripheral genes?  

• Constraints on the rates of evolution given the 
position of a gene in a network?



Network Representation of Biological Interactions

(1) Which types of interactions to consider

(2) How to represent them

(3) Large-scale / Small-scale networks



Small scale vs. genome wide scale 
networks?

• Small scale

– small number of genes functionally related .

– interactions are determined on the basis of established biological 
knowledge on the process.

– likely to reveal pathway specific patterns that may not be 
generalized

– lack statistical power to detect correlations with topological 
parameters

• GW scale Network

– High throughput techniques, global perspectives.

– hardly interpretable in the light of specific biological functions 

– Low quality



Covariates to be taken into account

• Highly expressed proteins tend to evolve 
slowly (Drummond et al. 2006). 

• Translational robustness hypothesis: low rate 
of translational errors will constrain sequence 
evolution. 

• Protein length, protein structure, essentiality 
and protein dispensability (Bloom et al. 2006)





Structure of the insulin/TOR signal transduction pathway. 

Luisi P et al. Mol Biol Evol 2012;29:1379-1392

© The Author 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular 
Biology and Evolution. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: 
journals.permissions@oup.com



Distribution of selection over biomolecular networks

Centrality measures
To characterize the position of a node with respect of the
whole network:

●Degree centrality of a node is defined as the number of
its connections (also named connectivity of a node).

●Betweenness centrality of a node is defined as the
fraction of all shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in
the network that passes through that node. (“bridge”
positions).

●Closeness centrality of a node is defined as its average
distance between all the nodes in the network. (center or
in the periphery)



Genotyping data: HGDP populations
• Samples: 1049 individuals grouped in 39 populations



Population differentiation – Method

Principle

Local adaptation causes differences in allele 
frequencies between populations

Method

Calculate molecular fixation index FST and
identify regions with extreme values



Long range haplotypes – Method

Old alleles: 
• low or high frequency
• short-range LD

Young alleles: 
• low frequency
• long-range LD

No 
selection

Young alleles: 
• high frequency
• long-range LD

Positive 
selection



SNPs to genes– Method





Comparison between genes evolving under positive selection and the remaining ones. 

Luisi P et al. Mol Biol Evol 2012;29:1379-1392

© The Author 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular 
Biology and Evolution. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: 
journals.permissions@oup.com



Conclusion

• We found that positive selection preferentially 
targets the most central elements in the 
pathway, in contrast to previous observations in 
the whole human interactome. This observation 
indicates that the impact of positive selection 
on genes involved in the insulin/TOR pathway is 
affected by the pathway structure.





Overview of the Asparagine N-Glycosylation pathway. The Quality Control Cycle, which 
divides the pathway into two parts, is shown as an octagon. Genes classified as 
‘upstream’ in the analysis are in blue; genes classified as ‘downstream’ are in green. 
Genes in gray have been excluded from the network analysis











Recent Positive selection targets 
the center of the human protein-

protein interaction network

Pierre Luisi, David Alvarez-Ponce, Marc 
Pybus, Mario A. Fares, Jaume Bertranpetit 
and Hafid Laayouni



Motivation - Objectives

• Analyze the relationship between signals of 
selection (Positive and Purifying) and the 
topology of the Protein interaction network.

• Do central genes evolve faster / slower than 
peripheral genes?  

• Constraints on the rates of evolution given the 
position of a gene in a network?





Material And Methods:
Interaction data

PIN0: Protein Interaction Network from BioGrid 3.1.81 
(Stark et al. 2011) for Human

- Curated interactions supported by published 
experimental evidence

- Use only non-redundant physical interactions among 
pairs of proteins with an Ensembl ID

==>   9046 proteins connected by 39,546 interactions

Degree, betweenness and closeness centralities 
computed using the NetworkX package



3 Tests based on:
- LD (iHS; Voight et al. 2006) 
- Genetic differentiation 
(XP-CLR; Chen et al. 2010)
- SFS ( DH; Zeng 2006)

Material and Methods:
Detect positive selection within humans



Results: Relationship between degree and the impact of purifying 
selection



Result: Relationship between degree and the impact of positive 
selection



Result: Distribution of genes with putative signals of positive 
selection within the Protein Interaction Network.



Result: Impact of natural selection among groups of genes divided 
according to the degree  quartiles.



Relationship between degree and the impact of positive selection in 
humans correcting for ω in Mammals



Association between gene essentiality and degree and the impact of 
positive and purifying selection



Final remarks

Central genes are more prone to the action 
of short term Positive Selection.

Innovation is a high-risk high-gain system 
and would follow a high stakes model for 
selection

Short term positive 
selection

Long term positive 
selection















Spread of the black death in Europe (1346–53) 



How the Black Death Worked



FLAGELLANTS



European/Romanians and Rroma/Gipsy share the same 
location, even if the origin of the latter is in North India



Data: Geographic origin of the three populations studied.
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b) XP-CLR test

a) TreeSelect test

Results: Genes under Positive selection tests in Rroma, 
Romanians and Indians using Tree Select statistic and XP-CLR 

statistic



TLR2 cluster genes are involved in the recognition of Yersinia 
pestis and Y. pseudotuberculosis: .





All equal, all different-

- Among humans, due to our evolutionary 
history, we have differences, although very 
few

- The difference is fundamental for life. 
Without difference there would be no 
evolution

- The sequence of the human genome can 
explain our particularity as a species

- Understanding the difference explains the 
evolutionary process and our history.



Implications of the (few) genetic differences 
between humans

- Few genetic differences give rise to the 
differences we observe in appearance, physiology, 
behavior

-These differences are at the base of the 
susceptibility to complex diseases, which have genetic 
influence and affect many people

- These differences may be used in diagnosis and 
therapy since they are the basis for individual 
differences in response to drugs.
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